
BEE NET – EBN KICK OFF MEETING BARCELONA

T.A.S.T.E. of Mare Nostrum

Barcelona, 22th January 2020

Treating Asia to gourmet food Specialities from The southern part of Europe.



BEE NET – EBN TEAM PRESENTATION

King ofTruffles

“King of Truffles is a Molise-based company, based in Florence, specialized in the selection and marketing of fresh and processed Italian truffles. It

makes use of the most expert collaborators and quarrymen for the search for the best truffles - the pure and uncontaminated ones - guaranteeing

the protection of the territory in which the products are collected. The thirty-year experience of our specialists, the in-depth knowledge of the sector

and the product as well as the technical competence, make King of Truffles an established and trusted reference partner in a refined and highly

competent environment and gastronomic culture.

Recently, it was awarded the title of "Italian Truffle Ambassador" for the Molise Region by the Italian Truffle Academy.

Abies Lagrimus:

Claude Sarda: CEO& Founder.

Secretary and Expert. He will have the task of carrying out the work / task that will be assigned to him, communicating and interacting with the

public.

Argiolas Formaggi is an avant-garde dairy industry in the production of typical Sardinian cheeses, which uses only local

sheep and goat milk.

The large Dolianova plant, which covers a production area of 10,000 square meters, is capable of processing around 20

million liters of milk per year and producing around 4 million kg of finished product. The production staff is made up of

about 40 permanent employees and 15/20 seasonal workers. The company also has its own distribution center in

Monteveglio (BO).



BEE NET – EBN TEAM PRESENTATION

Beesweet: Beesweet is not an industrial product. It is not heated to high temperatures, has no added artificial flavours or essences, much less chemicals.

Together with our partner laboratories, honey is analyzed in order to be marketed in all of food safety and hygiene standards.

Our activity consists in the constant innovation in the Honey flavour establishing partnerships with small fruit growers and beekeepers in order to protect

the Bee and create a new era of nectar for bees, based on rare blooms such as blueberry bloom.

Based on the experience of three generations of beekeepers in the family, created in honey flavours that can range from the most intense to the freshest.

We believe in the disclosing of different ways to use Beesweet Honey in Gastronomy and in its medicinal power.

The Beesweet company’s business is the marketing of honey. The main activity is based in the purchase, storage, creating flavours in honey, labeling,

packaging and sale to domestic and international distributors, as well as some retail directly.

We have our own production but we also create partnerships with beekeepers associations that guarantee the supply of honey in quantity for our

customers.

Azienda Agricola Giuseppe Provenzano is located in the middle of the vast valleys planted with wheat and sulla, typical of Corleone and

Roccamena and is characterized by the view that can be seen as soon as you arrive. In fact, in addition to a breathtaking view of our centuries-old olive

groves, you will also enjoy a regenerating peace and silence interrupted only by the singing of birds and hawks in the area. Moreover one of the most

beautiful gifts that nature has been able to offer us is also an almost surreal starry sky, a magical sky under which we like to lie down and observe the

many celestial constellations.



BEE NET – EBN OBJECTIVES

The objective of our EBN’s group is to create a network of European
Top brands, to promote a unique and high-quality range of
Gastronomy products for Restaurants, Hotels and Fine foods shops.

The goal of our group is to promote our products and meet
importers/distributors in the target areas to develop our business.

The goal is to promote and offer our products to the Asian market,
with a particular focus on China.



BEE NET – EBN ACTION PLAN

 The Internationalisation

The international strategy of Taste of Mare Nostrum team started from the partners search.

Thanks to BEE NET we could get to know and communicate each other.

We set up a horizontal network of companies that manufacture and sell unique, complementary and non-

competitive products.

One smart opportunity is to create several products merging and fusing our products each others. And this

allows a great chance to create new products.

 Taste of Mare Nostrum team intends to meet the needs of the high-end Chinese customers. Through the

activities foreseen, we will be able to meet potential partners (distributors, restaurants, specialty stores, etc.)

interested in our group's mission, promote and let people discover high-quality European food products.



BEE NET – EBN ACTION PLAN

 The kick off meeting will allow us to define all the activities and sign the Network Contract agreement

 We will carry out a market analysis, and exchange knowledge to select potential partners/stakeholder to meet in
China.

 We will work on a common promotional material (offer, catalogue, website), to propose and integrated image

 A constant communication will ensure that the project proceeds according to the plans, and apply eventual changes,
if needed, in respect of the budget foreseen

 Based on the preliminary work, we will organize our business mission and B2B meetings to China, also with the
support of the EU SME Centre (EEN in China) and set a booth during an international trade fair

 After the mission we will work on the follow up

 During the final event in Palermo, we will present our results and the perspectives beyond the terms of the BEE
NET project.

 The whole process of working as a unique team to promote together the excellence of European food, through our
Taste of Mare Nostrum in a new market is innovative and challenging for us.



BEE NET – SWOT

 Strengths and Weaknesses

 The products that we propose under the same Network, represent some of the best luxury products in the European Food 
market;

 Assistance by in market local experts (like the EU SME Centre, EEN China);

 Share our common knowledge and expertise;

 Participation in world known events;

 A weakness might be represented by the fact that we do not know well each other. On the other hand, we are all very skilled 
entrepreneurs very deeply motivated and ready to new challenges.

 Opportunities

expand the market and make the various brands belonging to TASTE known in a market that continues to grow.

 Threats

We do not see imminent and huge threats, also we want to be surrounded by professionals and skilled consultant to limit any kind of threats



BEE NET – EBN BUDGET

This was the first “project option” that TASTE group considered: anyways the group is still waiting to evaluate

responsibly the budget required and funded to participate to this SIAL Fair.

- Companies will be helped by a specific consultant that will plan, coordinate the work to organize the

different parts of an activity and the people involved in it , study the right strategy and support the entire

group so that it works in the selected target area and in the best way

Total budget for that is : 1.500,00€

zx

- International Shanghai Fair (SIAL May 13th-15th 2020)

Partners of the TASTE GROUP agree to land in Shanghai at least 1 day before the SIAL opening on 13th

May, that means departure on 11th May from any location of EUROPE, ITALY, FRANCE and PORTUGAL

and leaving China on 16th May.

“King of Truffles” will partecipate with nr 2 rapresentatives of the Company , the other Companies do not

require to participate with more than 1 person.

Total costs for flight, accomodation, food, stand , translation services andVISA: 20.450,00 €



BEE NET – EBN BUDGET

The Group can decide the logo design if agreed on consortium between themselves.

Cost of brand design and development of logo and graphics of the group will be : 500,00€ (max

estimated)

Logo will be “eye-catching” so it would be necessary to contact a skilled company in food design brands or

fashion style too.

Total budget for that is : 500,00€

-Cost of Preparation and publishing, online and printing must be not over : 2.500,00€

-Web page of the Group must have a cost max :1.000,00€

Total costs of point C and D is: 3.500,00€

- Travel and accommodation costs for participating in the kick off meeting in Barcelona and in the final

event in Palermo, events, conferences and international exhibitions, for max. 2 persons of the same SME : -

Estimated costs for BARCELONA kick off event are: 1.700,00€

Total costs of the final closing in Palermo will be : 1.900,00 € (estimated max)



BEE NET – EBN PROJECT OPTIONS
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BEE NET – EBN ACHIEVEMENTS AND FUTURE

Our goal is to let these markets knowing the European excellence products and the brands of our EBN.

Our expectation in the medium period range is to build up a strong relationship with local importers and create a food culture to get
people able to recognize the best quality products. This is what we have as feelings directly from the Market. A specific knowledge on
what they are using and eating-drinking.

Our Long term range goal is to maintain and increase significantly our customer base on one side, creating a “milestone” sample or
format, and starting to explore new target markets as EBN explaining and showing this format to new customers.

 How do you envisage your EBN’s future?

In the future, we are thinking to create a “consortium” of all our brands to be effectively a group, respecting our own specific skills, productions, histories and cultures
but, acting, doing and thinking as one whole mind and body.

We aim to become the most powerful and appreciated brand for lifestyle in food, representing the best a person may find on a table. We would like to be within the best
100 companies in the World for appreciation in quality and between 100 companies in the luxury market for the food and leisure sector.

This could be easier with clever marketing operation, opening “pop up” shops in the right place in the World, following the right socials and media partners for young
generation but main of all, for cultured people because, we believe that :

“quality of things requires culture of matters”



Thank You


